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Abstract
The aim of this exploratory study is to understand the key issues associated with integrating Information
Technology (IT) in banking mergers and acquisitions (M&A). The study is undertaken by reviewing a number of
high-profile cases and interviewing the IT practitioners who managed the corresponding processes. The result is
a comprehensive review of a poorly understood and researched area providing insights into the significance of
the IT-related elements in the M&A integration and specifics of the M&A IT integration process. The study
concludes by formulating a blueprint layout and integration model describing the timescale, stages, and
principles of efficient IT integration. The layout and model can be used by organisations to guide and facilitate
the execution of their future banking M&A transactions.
Keywords: banking, mergers & acquisitions, IT integration
1. Aims and Objectives
The aim of the study is to contribute to the knowledge base on best practice for IT integration within Mergers
and Acquisitions (M&A) in banking. A number of large banking M&A cases were investigated through
interviews with high-ranking officers who were directly involved in realisation of the corresponding transactions.
Eight cases spanning fifteen years to the present time and involving major international institutions like
Citigroup, Nomura, UBS, Deutsche Bank, Lloyds, and Royal Bank of Scotland were studied. The objective of
the project was to study the IT integration process, its drivers, dynamics, and associated problem areas, and
identify theoretical models and frameworks, as well as empirical principles in use. The outcome would be the
creation of a summative profile of the IT integration process in banking M&A.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Why Focus on the IT Integration in M&A in Banking?
The rationale behind the study’s focus on IT integration in M&A in the banking industry is two-fold. Firstly,
M&A in the financial services sector have accounted for almost 40% of the M&A worldwide in the past two
decades (circa $7.1 trillion in 88.3 thousand instances between 1985 and 2002 according to Thomson Securities
Financial Data, as cited in Walter (2004)), a significant part of those transactions being attributed to the banking
industry. Secondly, the M&A failure rates are generally far above 50%, including high profile cases such as
recent Santander’s takeover of Alliance and Leicester (Williams, 2010). Yet despite IT being an essential element
and major enabler in modern banking, there is no appropriate common reference framework for efficient banking
IT integration available in the public domain. This makes a persuasive case for investigation of approaches for
improving the efficiency of IT integration in banking M&A, particularly through the development of new
structured models and frameworks. To achieve this, a full understanding of the M&A IT integration process is
required.
2.2 Is IT Integration Really That Important?
In 2004, Walter (2004) noted a long period of dramatic restructuring for the financial services industry during
which a major shake-up of the institutional design and intermediation processes was undertaken; all enabled and
facilitated by the advancing IT. Apart from the strategic and purely financial ones, the technology-related
premise was, as Bohling et al (2007) and Payne and Frow (2005) suggest, that organisations could achieve
efficiency through “information, technology, and applications that are used to foster the integration of processes,
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people, operations, and capabilities” (as cited in Lee, Johnson and Tang, 2012). Mirroring the premise was the
scale of IT related expenditure that has been the largest non-interest-related expense item for industry institutions
(Mullineux and Murinde, 2003) for decades. Yet recent events, like the aforementioned troubled Santander’s
takeover of Alliance and Leicester (Williams, 2010) and the meltdown of parts of the RBS Group’s IT
infrastructure (King, 2012 and Boyce, 2012) clearly indicate that achieving proper IT integration remains an
issue far from a complete and definitive resolution. With regard to M&A in banking, IT integration needs special
attention for the following reasons:

IT integration is often a preferred method for creating IT platforms to support the emerging new business
entity. According to Davis (2000), misalignment between business and IT criteria has proven to be a major
obstacle in many integration cases. This fact, together with the constantly changing business requirements, make
the development of major new IT systems to support the emerging business entity prohibitively risky;

IT integration is extremely complicated from both technology and human relations perspectives. Most major
banks in Europe run a patchwork quilt of legacy systems developed generally in-house over a period of several
decades. Their integration increases complexity geometrically, often with associated power struggles (Davis,
2000);

The process involves significant capital outlays. According to Davis (2000), IT-related spending accounts for
around 15-20% of a banks’ total costs and continues to grow at a similar annual rate as banks update legacy
systems and invest in new products and distribution channels;

IT integration effectively drives the M&A timetable. Typically most cost savings from branch closures and
reduction in IT staff and spending cannot be realised until the combined bank’s core retail system has been fully
consolidated;

IT integration directly affects the realisation of significant part of M&A synergies. McKinsey’s research (as
cited in Davis, 2000) indicates that the share of such synergies is between 30% and 50% of all M&A synergies
projected.
The above factors suggest that IT has indeed been both a major facilitator and a determinant of success of M&A
in the banking industry.
2.3 Are There Any Ready-to-Use Models Available from the Academic Literature?
The first model for information systems integration in M&A was proposed by Giacomazzi et al (1997) who
described a number of possible IT integration scenarios, each with a different level of standardisation of
applications and a different final configuration of the architecture of the new information system (e.g. total
integration, partial integration, no integration, transition). The model identified factors influencing the choice of
integration strategies and advised on choosing a strategy based on the particular combination of those factors.
While presenting some useful argument and “shortcuts” for the choice of appropriate integration strategy, the
model however came short in several aspects. Namely, the “situation variables” used (referring to the external
influence factors) did not provide enough modelling flexibility and the model was only validated using
manufacturing sector companies and, more importantly, the study regarded integration as a single step process
and completely ignored the internal process dynamics.
More work in this direction was done by Wijnhoven et al (2006) who proposed to regard post-merger IT
integration as an IT alignment problem (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1992) whereby the IT integration strategy
would be an integral part of the overall business integration strategy and executed within the context of the
business merger goals and objectives. Useful to a degree, the study still has the same shortcomings, i.e. the lack
of specifics for a particular industry (e.g. banking) and no insight into the dynamics of the IT integration process.
Perhaps the closest match for our case in terms of the specific industry context is presented in the work of Maire
and Collerette (2011) who looked at a merger between the alternative investment division of a Swiss private
bank and a Taiwanese asset management boutique. Based on a real industry project, the study presents
integration managers with theory-based yet practically applicable guidance for achieving a successful
post-merger integration. Spread across six dimensions (strategy, social and communication, structure and
organisation, speed and change management, success, and surroundings) the proposed 4S Integration Model and
6S Watch List cover a broad spectrum of issues that “one should monitor during post-merger integration” and
make up a holistic approach to structuring the M&A integration process. Unfortunately, the IT integration
element is only mentioned briefly in the model (Systems and Processes in the Structure and organisation
category) and not much detail is given on how this element should be handled. The authors also acknowledge
that “no theoretical model proposing key variables including internal dynamics to monitor or manage a
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post-merger integration process” was found in the literature.
In light of the above, it appears that no ready-to-use models or frameworks to guide IT integration in banking
M&A exist in the public domain today, which calls for further work in this direction.
2.4 How Would Further Study of the IT Integration Process Help?
It has been established that integration is the prevalent method of combining the technology infrastructures in a
banking M&A and its efficiency is critical in making the transaction a success. It has also been established that
there exists no definitive body of knowledge that would facilitate a disciplined approach to planning and
execution of such transactions. Full understanding of the process drivers, hindering factors, and dynamics would
enable one to manage those in a uniform manner with stably predictable outcomes. Furthermore, making such
knowledge commonly available could potentially result in a higher M&A success rate in the industry overall.
3. Research Design
3.1 Method and Techniques
The study adopts grounded theory as a method of “systematic generation of theory from data that contains both
inductive and deductive thinking… deriving conceptual profile of the phenomena by employing a systematic set of
procedures” (Glaser and Strauss, 1999). The method employs techniques such as literature review, interviews, and
analysis in order to propose a new process model.
3.2 Data Collection, Selection and Analysis Methods
The literature review sources involved sixty five peer-reviewed academic publications, as well as sixty four
company reports, white papers, and other relevant works. The sources for the interviews involved four
London-based high-ranking bank officials who supervised IT integration in a number of M&A transactions
(conducted by major international financial institutions such as Citigroup, Nomura, UBS, Deutsche Bank, Lloyds,
and Royal Bank of Scotland) and suggested a number of cases for the analysis. Table 1 lists the principles that
guided the case selection process and the resulting features that were realised:
Table 1. The case selection process – principles / resulting features
The selection should…

The case selection features…

Allow the study to cover a broad spectrum
of M&A transactions

Good spread in composition and size of the transactions, some
being mergers between very big organisations of similar size,
others being takeovers of a small business by a far larger firm

Have a time perspective and be a fair
indicator of how the industry M&A
practice has evolved over recent years

Fifteen years to present time span

Ensure high degree of validation in
respondents’ opinions

All the respondents have extensive relevant practical experience
and half of them were involved in more than one of the cases

Even out the bias resulting from a
respondent being either on the acquiring or
acquired side of the deal

Almost even split: Five cases where a respondent would be on
the acquired side, three cases where they would be the acquirer

3.3 The Research Process
Interviews took place in March 2010 with the subsequent analysis accomplished in the following two months. In
order to facilitate the analysis a number of categories of assessment were devised:
1)

2)

Significance of IT in M&A
a)

IT-related advantage as an element of projected M&A gains

b)

Significance of IT-related gains in the scale of overall M&A synergies

Specifics of planning and implementation of the IT integration tasks
a)

IT integration planning – features and constraints, process dynamics

b)

Implementing the IT integration – issues, implications, outcomes.
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Table 2. IT-related gains in the scale of the M&A gains projected
Case 1

–

A major element of the projected M&A gains
“Actual ongoing costs of the IT systems”

–

A collateral
“Through automation… to make the business world class and efficient”

Case 2

–

A major element of the projected M&A gains
“Particularly around the IPR element of the common exchange and trade layer”

Case 3

–

A collateral (but even that failed)
“Our market share had increased, because we brought a whole lot of customers to
us, the new IT-related products… but we found significant problems with the
technology infrastructure and the amount of assumptions that were made by
management has turned out to be… overly optimistic”

Case 4

–

A major element of the projected M&A gains
“Very strongly in the Major Element category”

Case 5

–

A major element of the projected M&A gains (same as Case 4)

Case 6

–

A major element of the projected M&A gains (same as Case 4)

Case 7

–

A major element of the projected M&A gains (same as Case 4)

Case 8

–

Of no significant importance
“Due to the lack of experience the organisation didn’t know what exactly to do and
what result to expect, so there was less emphasis on the IT integration early on”

4. Summary of the Findings
For confidentiality reasons, the following conventions apply:
–

The transactions have been labelled Cases 1 through to 8;

–

The acquirer company is referred to as X, the acquired as Y;

–

The respondents are referred to as C, H, J, and T respectively.

In the following section, we present a summary of the research findings grouped by the categories of assessment.
4.1 Significance of IT in M&A
4.1.1 IT-related Advantage as a Frequent Element of the M&A Gains
Whilst the primary purpose for the banking M&A deals is indisputably commercial advantage, close to forty per
cent of the cases indicate specific new IT-related advantage as a second most important target, the importance of
this element being described by one of the respondents as “in banks… IT actually is the business, or at least the
enabler” (see Figure 1). On the other hand, in terms of achieving the projected gains, the same specific new
IT-related advantage “tends to be the thing that gets longest to get in place” (Respondent J). Here the analysed
cases are consistent on the commercial advantage side (albeit with some reservations), but not so consistent on
the IT-related advantage side (see Table 2). The following points are pertinent:
Case 3 – the IT-related advantage was not realised although planned for, which happened specifically because a
management decision was made to skip rigorous due diligence of the acquired business. Here, the otherwise
quite detailed and standardised integration process on the acquirer’s side was not enough to provide for efficient
IT integration and the organisation subsequently “repented at leisure” (Respondent T).
Case 4 – contrary to Case 3, the IT-related advantage (significant cost savings) was realised even though the
IT-related synergies were not a major element of the projected gains. Instead, the prior experience of the staff
involved, as well as good planning and execution made it achievable.
Case 1 and Case 2 – specific IT-related advantage was both planned for and realised; the staff involved either had
prior experience of similar transactions (Case 1) or were highly motivated to achieve the target no matter how
aggressive it was (Case 2).
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Figure 1. Prrojected M&A
A gains
We concluude that IT-reelated advantaage is a frequuent element of the projeccted banking M&A gains. This
advantage is achievable when clear an
nd properly enforced guidance for the IT integration exists. However, even
lacking suuch guidance, tthe integration
n might still reesult in signifiicant unplanneed gains if the staff in chargge are
experienceed and keen to deliver; the IT
T-related advanntage then follows as a bonu
us.
4.1.2 Significance of thee IT-related Gaains in the Scalle of the Overaall M&A Synerrgies
Table 2 inncludes the resspondents’ com
mments on thhe significancee of the relateed gains in thee overall projeected
M&A syneergies. Most oof the respondeents agree thatt the IT-relatedd gains are eith
her a major prrojected elemeent or
collateral (albeit sometiimes not fully
y understood and leveragedd) in the M&
&A gains. The peculiarity oof IT,
however, is
i that it is not just the initiall saving on ratiionalisation off assets, services, and applicaations (“you’vve got
two bankss, you overlay and you cut out
o everythingg else”, Responndent H) that makes the prooper IT integrration
such a majjor concern, buut the ongoing
g savings that bbecome possibble as a result of
o a leaner, com
mbined IT plattform.
As Responndent T states, “in the scale of the deal… tthe finances of the technolog
gy are immateerial to the finaances
of the deall itself…” and “as you go th
hrough due diliigence, the techhnology finances are not maaterial and the risks
that you seee in technoloogy are never going
g
to be shhow-stoppers for
f the deal, because
b
they caan always justt buy
their way out by writingg a cheque for another fifty m
million…”. Buut he also adds that “once thhe deal is donee and
you get doown to the “leet’s run it”, theen all the tens and hundredss of millions start
s
to add upp”, which is fuurther
confirmed by other respoondents referriing to “IT as being a significcant investmen
nt on an ongoinng basis”, “onggoing
maintenannce, simplified and updated”,, and “natural ccost savings off the ongoing costs”.
c
In light off the above, w
whilst the initiial capital outtlay on gettingg the two IT systems conneected and worrking
together iss considered innsignificant co
ompared to thee overall projeected M&A gaains, the savinngs on the onggoing
maintenannce cost of the new IT platform supportingg the combinedd business are significant; thiis makes achieeving
the IT-relaated gains wortth the extra efffort.
4.2 Specifi
fics of the IT Inntegration Proccess in M&A inn Banking
4.2.1 Key Features
mmonly held view that the knowledge ab
bout IT integration opportunnities
As summaarised in Tablee 3, it is a com
always infforms the businness strategy and
a vice versa;; this is paramoount in making
g realistic busiiness decisionss and
properly prioritising
p
IT integration tassks. This howeever does not always occur in practice, ass conditions foor the
M&A trannsactions vary a great deal and are not allways favouraable, so planniing the IT inteegration proceess in
practice offten becomes aas much an arrt as it a sciencce. The only viable
v
strategy in such a casee is “relying onn the
experiencee and professsional judgem
ment of the IIT managers and their kn
nowledge of the environm
ment”
(Respondeent J). The connviction is furrther supportedd by the respoondents agreeiing on the impportance of haaving
relevant sttaff (subject m
matter experts and people with prior experience) involv
ved in the trannsaction as earrly as
possible.
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Table 3. Key features of the IT integration process
Case 1

– Clear understanding of the new firm’s business priorities and how these translate into the
IT integration targets and activities
“We had our teams working together to just make sure that we clearly understood the
ongoing cost, so you certainly factored in the cost principles early on… and that gives
you a chance to invest and still reduce your costs”
– The staff involved have prior experience in similar projects
“Similar experience is very important as well as having subject matter expert on board
from each of the legacy systems… we brought in a very senior person from another bank
who led the IT integration in a similar deal…”
– Relevant IT staff involved from day one

Case 2

– The staff involved has prior experience in similar projects
“Yes, sort of. A few people had experience in mergers, but nobody had experience of this,
it was new. There was no clear understanding of how this would go, it was done literally
in two to three days, and it really was relying on experience and professional judgement
of the IT managers, their knowledge of the environment.”

Case 3

– Clear understanding of the new firm’s business priorities and how these translate into the
IT integration targets and activities
“Understanding the business driver for the deal is vitally important when assessing the
technology component of the deal”
– The staff involved have prior experience in similar projects
“We have a team whose job is in M&A situations to be responsible for the IT planning
pre-deal… whose job is to do just that, and within the functions there would be people
who aren’t specifically dedicated to M&A, but who are subject area specialists, so you
would involve them when their experience is needed…”

Case 4

– Clear understanding of the new firm’s business priorities and how these translate into the
IT integration targets and activities
“Typically what happens on these (hostile) deals… the acquirer is the one who has all the
power and he thinks he knows how everything should be done, and they plan on that
basis… whilst the target organisation is not going to give up a lot of its information…
until the deal is done and you are ready to do the integration”
– Relevant IT staff involved from day one

Case 5

Same as Case 4

Case 6

Same as Case 4

Case 7

Same as Case 4

Case 8

– The staff involved have prior experience in similar projects
“You need a blend of subject matter experts from the existing systems… but also people
that have done similar projects before, especially if it is a project on such a very large
scale… and you need to really prioritise the decisions”.

In terms of the classic project management dimensions, the majority of cases postulate the combination of
quality (considered a close correlation to the functionality implemented) and delivery time as the ultimate
measure of success (see Table 4). This and the earlier-established fact that “the finances of the technology are
immaterial to the finances of the deal itself” leave the cost of integration as a measure allowing most flexibility.
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Table 4. Impact of quality and time considerations
Case 1

“You must have criteria for the core things that have to be delivered to the right quality… Here
it is more around getting the right sense of pace. Rather than detailed and refined
consolidation, we really needed to get the core elements in place and if that meant one or two
short-term compromises that clearly gave us some great competitive advantage for our
customers, than those decisions were taken”

Case 2

“The performance measures were “can you be more economical, cut costs, etc.”, but
fundamentally it was “How quickly can you get the stuff working?”

Case 3

“Quick and dirty – the Legal Day 1 activities may be so, but then detailed and refined in the
end. And the other important thing… the audit are going to come and look at what you did…
so even the quick and dirty is constrained by our quality standards”

Case 4

“We normally talk about Day 1, Day 1.5, Day 2… Day 2 defined as your strategic end-game…
and about what functional requirements you need to provide for each of those different
states… but for most of them the focus is… on getting integrated to the right standard”

Case 5

Same as Case 4

Case 6

Same as Case 4

Case 7

Same as Case 4

Case 8

Same as Case 1

In short, a successful M&A transaction is characterised by the clear link between the business strategy driving
the merger and the priority of the IT integration tasks, the availability of staff with relevant experience and
motivation, as well as the completion to the required standard as soon as possible.
4.2.2 Issues
The variety of issues that could adversely affect the IT integration process may be classified into four categories:
lack of clear business strategy, aggressive targets that overstretch organisational and technological capabilities,
lack of personnel with relevant experience involved in a timely manner, and any power struggle between
management of the merging organisations (Table 5). These categories are often interdependent (e.g. achieving
the targets that are already aggressive is further stifled by the lack of personnel with relevant experience and
warring senior executives), but the common denominator for most of them is quality of management decisions.
Where the process is impeded, these are either ill-informed, or poorly planned, or not executed to a high standard,
or any combination of these.
Table 5. Issues impeding the IT integration process
Case 1

–

Lack of experts with relevant experience
“This inevitably happens on sort of an cyclical ongoing basis, as you’ve got certain
requirements and there are some unknowns, so… having a team that consists of business
subject matter experts, IT subject matter experts, and people that have done it before...
these are the sort of critical things that mean that the right decisions can be made quickly,
even if they are difficult decisions”

Case 2

–

Aggressive targets
“Business plans were very influenced by the speed at which we could deliver IT
capability… so they had assumed the same work rate for the next three years, but people
seriously couldn’t keep that pace that long...”
“A lot of vendor negotiations, system platform selection and high-level design took place
before the project was even mobilised properly”
“Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)… nobody expected that and it turned out to be huge,
so we delayed the projects until we knew where the IPR laid… Then there was the legal
entity setup – what was going to be the legal entity structure of the new broker dealer (that
then affects how you are configuring specific parameters within your broker system)…”
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Lackk of clear busin
ness strategy
“Bussiness decision
n requirementss have always to be specifieed… Your IT guys
g
know whhat
they need to do, bu
ut your busineess guys couldd go “well, we’re not sure iff we are keepinng
thosee branches, wee are not yet suure if we are going
g
with this or that applicaation, we’ve ggot
to doo some analysiis”... so then thhe IT integratioon timelines co
ould be impactted”
“We bought this bit
b of another bbank and this little unit justt refused to inntegrate with uus,
just rrefused… And
d the reason itt happened waas that this sen
nior person wannted to buy thhat
bit oof business, thee deal was donne, the senior then left, so we
w had no ideaa why we had it
theree…”
Pow
wer struggle
“Youu got people with
w different perspectives; this was the large
l
part of the
t tension. M
My
legall counsel at the
t acquired ffirm were tellling me that I could not give approval to
anybbody, I couldn’’t give access to anybody, annd yet the legaal people at thee acquiring firrm
weree telling me that I was part oof that acquirinng firm and I was
w destined for
f the acquirinng
firm and therefore I should be giiving them access…”
Aggrressive targets
“Beccause the acqu
uired business was part of a consortium, before
b
it couldd be folded innto
the aacquiring busin
ness, it had too be separated…
… and the reg
gulators had too give approvaals
for ddemerger… so before the appprovals were received
r
we haad restrictions in terms of whho
couldd see what… it has been a major problem
m… some thin
ngs had to go slower than w
we
woulld have liked…
…”
Pow
wer struggle
“Thee CEO of the acquirer would not talk to the
t CEO of thee acquired firm
m… That wass a
big problem for us,
u our leadership was maarginalised, an
nd that does give you som
me
technnical issues beecause it meanns that you donn’t know how to proceed – if you have to
arguue about a partiicular solution, you haven’t got
g your escalaation path”
Lackk of a clear bussiness strategyy
“Ourr users were fiired very earlyy on in the merrger and that meant
m
that a loot of people whho
had tthe knowledgee from a businness knowledge point of view
w weren’t actuually in the firrm
anym
more. So that gives
g
you a tecchnical challennge”
Lackk of clear busin
ness strategy

xclusive to anyy particular inddustry or type of
o business traansaction and hhence
The issuess mentioned abbove are not ex
the solutioons to them arre equally well recognised ((e.g. increase planning
p
and resources
r
to im
mprove chances of
success). There
T
is, howeever, a distincctively M&A sspecific element that gives the
t whole affaair a new slantt and
determiness the way the IT integration
n is often carried out. All thee respondents are content with
w the view tthat a
typical M&
&A IT integrattion process iss not a single ooperation, but rather a two-p
part effort com
mprising the sppeedy
establishm
ment of basic cconnectivity beetween the meerging IT platfforms and the subsequent coomplete integrration
of the IT assets.
a
The guuiding principles for such a split are the need
n
to enable quick support for the combbined
business enntity, as well aas balance the quality and tim
me-to-deliver elements
e
of thee project. To ennable realisatioon of
these princciples, a speciffic process layo
out and modell are required.

Figure 2. The pro
oposed processs layout for M&
&A IT integrattion process.
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4.2.3 Formulation/Elicitation of the Process Layout and Model
4.2.3.1 The IT Integration Process Layout
In theory, once the merger has been announced and all the legal names and accounts have been changed, the two
formerly separate IT platforms are considered to be part of the now-merged IT infrastructure. However, in reality,
the creation of the integrated IT platform often takes a number of years after the official completion date. For
banking specifically, this and the fact that the IT capability by and large equals the business capability, raise
some serious implications. Being technologically unable to fully exploit the newly created business opportunities,
as well as having to publicly admit that this might still be the case for some years to come, would mean lowered
performance expectations and potentially disastrous consequences for the market value of the firm’s stock. To
address this issue, many organisations implement, with minor variations, a special layout of the IT integration
process; its summative description is presented in Table 6.
Table 6. The IT integration process layout
Respondent C

“There is a programme of work and there are sub-projects, so we have got a series of
projects that land at different times”
“We wanted to provide basic connectivity quickly… and also it was important to put
organisational structures quickly”

Respondent H

“There is a lot of focus initially on integration and that is bringing the business together so
that you can execute it in the name of the firm and the legal entities that you want to trade
in… the business then wants to enhance the technology to support the increased business,
and to do that you really need to get beyond that quick piece of integration and then you
move on. So… it does fall into different categories, and typically what you find is that the
first part is called integration and people are very keen to say “we’re done, we’re integrated”
but then the enhancement, the embellishment of the business takes place afterwards”

Respondent J

“Typical merger is cut and shut, connect the two things together, make them work as quickly
as possible, which typically happens at one speed… and then there is always that tail of
dealing with the IT integration, which may take many years”

Respondent T

“Straight after Legal Day 1 there is a piece of work to provide some connectivity between
the two businesses, the ability for something to be transferred… Transaction Services
Agreement (TSA) then runs… So yes, there is sort of a project, and there is sort of another
project at the end, and probably the gap in between when the business goes “what are we
going to do and what do we really want”

Based on the above summative profile, the authors propose a formulation and blueprint of the banking M&A IT
integration process. The process layout depicted in Figure 2 consists of two main parts: part one spanning Phase
1 through to 3, and part two consisting of Phase 5 with an optional Phase 4. The focus of part one is establishing
basic connectivity and enabling the combined business to operate as a single legal entity as quickly as possible,
so as to allow senior management the opportunity to applaud the successful completion of the transaction in
order to send a reassuring signal to the shareholders and markets. An optional transition period (Phase 4) might
be required at this point to adjust the integration priorities in light of the newly created business opportunities.
The focus of part two (Phase 5) is complete integration of the IT assets to enable the combined business to fully
exploit the synergies arising from the merger. In such a way, the basic connectivity works as a cushion for
possible criticism over inefficient merger execution and allows the business to start recovering the cost of the
transaction as soon as possible, whilst the remainder of the integration is under way.
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Fig
gure 3. Verticaal IT infrastruccture model
4.2.3.2 “Poortfolio Best oof Breed” as the Preferred Moodel of the Proocess
The propoosed process laayout allows for
f basic connnectivity immeediately post-m
merger and subbsequent imprroved
planning of
o the full-scale integration, but even durinng Phase 5 of the process, th
he time pressuure is never enttirely
eliminatedd.
In bankingg, the IT infrastructure for trransferable funnctions such as
a Operations, Finance, Riskk etc., is formeed of
common horizontal
h
layeers (Figure 3). This is conneccted to the IT infrastructure
i
elements suppporting the business
verticals, which
w
are essentially speciaalised businesss functions grrouped by prod
duct, department, or some oother
criterion (ee.g. Equities, F
Fixed Income, Banking, etcc.). In theory, to
t ensure the best
b functionaal capability foor the
emerging IT
I platform, one would pick
k and choose thhe IT infrastruucture elementss supporting inndividual funcctions
within diff
fferent businesss verticals and then combinne them. In practice, howev
ver, such an approach
a
woulld be
prohibitiveely time-consuuming to impllement. Insteadd, complete sttacks (portfolios) supportingg selected business
verticals arre picked and plugged into th
he single chossen transferablee functions lay
yer (Figure 4). Obtained in suuch a
way, the consolidated IT
T platform is a trade-off betw
ween the overaall utility of th
he portfolios annd the time neeeded
to plug theem into the choosen transferab
ble functions layer on the onne hand, and th
he functional im
mperfections iin the
resulting IT platform on the other. Thee necessary ballance between the speed of im
mplementationn and quality oof the
IT integrattion is thus acchieved. This approach
a
can be described by
b the “portfo
olio best of breeed” IT integrration
model shown in Figure 44.
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Bank Y

Combined Business Unit
Figure 4. IT integration on a “portfolio best of breed” basis
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5. Conclusion
Information Technology (IT) is widely considered a critical resource and an enabler in the business model of
modern banking. Consequently, the IT constituent is a very important element of the post-merger integration,
often underpinning the realisation of a significant part of the projected M&A gains. Key success factors of the
M&A IT integration process include a clear link between the business strategy driving the merger and the
priority of the IT integration tasks, availability of experienced and motivated staff, and completion to the right
standard as quickly as possible, whilst the main constraining factors are overly aggressive targets and quality of
management decisions.
The feature that distinguishes the M&A IT integration in banking from other types of IT integration processes is
the need to prioritise the IT integration tasks to support the business operations post-merger as quickly as
possible, and yet accommodate the full integration of the IT assets, potentially spanning years following the
official completion of the transaction. The IT integration process layout and “portfolio best of breed” model
elicited and formulated in this study address this need in two ways: the process layout shows how to mitigate the
business risks associated with the prolonged IT integration, whilst the model shows how to deliver a fully
consolidated IT platform in a way that is balanced in terms of the delivery time and quality. Both the process
layout and model can be used by organisations embarking on M&A for guidance in their IT integration.
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